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Ireton has sola gratia made eine folgenschwere Entdeckung by means of seltene Zustände des Bewußtseins which charts a 
passage circumventing the Sargasso Sea found in IMF 97/164 (Lall). The Orphanage therefore instructs The Midget Tag Team and The Little Orphan Children
to re-route The Winter Tour by applying via analogical the Kethib/Qere, 2nd Level, to Genesis 8:17 (videte,
Orlinsky, 1952, 24 et seq). Nota bene: The Revisionists are relying upon cybernetic applications of the Garman-Kohlhagen model and will 
cosequently generate an erroneous volatility risk premium, thereby inducing in modo loquendi an intraventricular 
hemorrhage which will not readily be perceived due to the predictive uncertainty of the “forward premium puzzle.” Full implementation of the 
immediately foregoing will depend upon extraction of the fourth root from the visuognosis presented supra. Those appointed to the task should 
proceed with all deliberate haste to the target as both the Pigs and the Hirelings repose an amusingly moronic 
confidence in conclusions drawn by the inferential equivalent of a jury de medietate linguae. The probability of detection is 
asymptotic to zero. Calibrate intradiurnal applications as per IERS Bulletin B. {[¶È]} Thomas Bradwardine spent the afternoon of 8/6/1945 conversing with
Heisenberg after which the decision was made to implement A General Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code (LA-13709-M, as per JF Briesmeister) with the
total canonical Hamiltonian drawn from 5/1/92, the spatial components and the time component are all to be extrapolated from 9/20/2000, 2nd Level by Ridley &
Latimer. The Asylum Choir has covenanted to deliver the foregoing by 2100 Hours, Epiphany, 2005. Delivery is within a 15 minute walk of The Embarcadero,
Bayberry [Myrica carolinensis auct. non Mill.] candles burning on each table with Wallace (Venezia™, Continental size) flatware laid à la manière italienne—
the courier will only be present when Satie’s Gnossienne No.1
(piano arrangement) is heard in the background. [È¶È] Grandpa’s Farm anticipates a record harvest of Puccinaceae (both Uromyces epicampus Dietel & Holw.
as well as Uromyces hydsari-paniculata (Schwein.) Farl.), the quintessence of which must be hand-delivered no later than the Fourth Sunday in Advent to
Winthrop who will then proceed by lorcha to the destination fixed in ADW, 5/1/04, 3rd Level. The passage must be executed de bout au vent due to the tem-
poral exigencies with Farragut as helmsman and victualing stations extracted by non-standard recursive functions (cf., 1/22/92) in the Bayesian context of: “The
only good thing you can say about George II is that he knew when to stand up.”

SR/CL:
Leitmotiv: “Une structure quadripartite est depuis l’inconscient toujours exigible 

dans la construction d’une ordonnance subjective. ” –Lacan

Joshua&Caleb: “If life gives you Pigs, make cutlets.”

paid anouncement

Death toll in China coal mine blast rises to 166
BEIJING — The death toll in a

massive coal mine explosion in
central China rose today to 166
after scores of missing miners
were declared dead, government
radio reported. 

The report on the Web site of
China National Radio came after
officials said rescue efforts were

being blocked by fires and toxic
fumes in the Chenjiashan Coal
Mine, which was hit by the huge
gas explosion on Sunday. 

The death toll earlier was
reported at 65, with 101 miners
still missing. The one-sentence
report by China National Radio,
which cited a spokesman for the
rescue headquarters, didn’t say
whether any additional bodies
had been found or give any other

details. 
The accident was the deadliest

to hit China’s accident-plagued
coal mining industry in at least
five years and occurred despite a
government safety campaign to
reduce fatalities among miners. 

In a separate accident, a gov-
ernment news agency reported
that 13 people were killed and
three missing in an explosion
early today in a coal mine in the

southern province of Guizhou. 
The blast Sunday in the

Chenjiashan mine occurred some
five miles from the mouth of the
vast mine. 

Emergency workers descend-
ed into the mine on Monday to
repair ventilation equipment
needed to clear away toxic car-
bon monoxide fumes from the
explosion. But as late as yester-
day evening, state media said

some areas were still too danger-
ous to enter. 

An expert quoted yesterday
by the official Xinhua News
Agency said the explosion would
have blasted miners with temper-
atures up to 2,400. 

‘‘The carbon monoxide densi-
ty there was so high that one
breath was fatal,’’ the expert,
Zhou Qingyun, was quoted as
saying. 
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